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Figure 1. Historic urban landscapes across the globe (from left to right, top to bottom): the rooftops of Florence, Italy; the sightline in Philadelphia, United States; people at Coney Island, New York; people in Guanzhou, China; traditional ensembles in Tavira, Portugal; the modern urban grid of Santiago de Chile; fading details in Palermo, Sicily; the magical urban setting of Durham, United Kingdom, 2007–14. (Loes Veldpaus)
Experts have been gathering for decades to discuss their ideals and experiences in heritage management. One of their objectives is the search for common ground and the clarification of best practice guidelines, to be endorsed and applied worldwide. However, in the past half-century, the reality and ideals of cultural heritage management have shifted significantly. This paper will reveal and discuss how this shift is evident in the field’s professional guidelines.

What triggered this shift in heritage theory? And how did the concept of heritage evolve over the past decades? First, a literature review will discuss current theory on this topic. This is complemented by a comparative analysis of seven key doctrinal documents. The selection ranges from the Venice Charter (ICOMOS, 1964) to the Valletta Principles (ICOMOS, 2011). The content will be systematically analyzed using a descriptive-analytical method from the narrative tradition in evidence-based policy evaluation research (Pawson 2002 [see reference 26]). Results are presented in a summary matrix, tracing and comparing the evolution of what is considered heritage and why.

A correlation of the results will reveal triggers and ideologies behind this shift in the heritage concept over time. It will also provide some recommendations to shape the agendas for research in heritage theory, policy, and practice in relation to heritage management and sustainable development.

Changing Principles on and Approaches to Heritage

What is now called “cultural heritage management” has in the past primarily focused on the protection of monuments and areas designated as cultural heritage. Cultural heritage has seen a shift in theory, leading to changed principles and approaches. From an approach that avoided changes at all costs, protection is now defined as an approach in which changes are managed rather than prevented; preferably, in relation to the connected communities and their sustainable future. As a result, cultural heritage management has been moving toward a more inclusive approach, especially when it comes to managing heritage located in urban areas, which are constantly evolving and changing to meet the needs of their communities.

The earlier approach was focused on the protection of the tangible dimension of cultural heritage assets, for example, building materials, façades, or (groups) of buildings. Although this approach unquestionably helped to retain the cultural significance conveyed by those tangible remains, cultural heritage management was mostly defined by an intolerance to change. This positioned protection opposite development, given that one of the few constants in urban management is that cities will change over time. To overcome this dichotomic relation between urban (or even human) development and heritage management, the global discourse on heritage management has evolved considerably over the past
decades. Notions such as the intangible, setting and context, and urban and sustainable development are included in current theory, as is a greater consideration of the socio-economic needs of (historic) cities and their communities. This so-called landscape-based approach aims to manage change and integrates heritage management into the larger framework of urban development.

The origins of such a landscape-based approach can be traced back in theories to at least the beginning of the twentieth century, when the link between urban development and urban heritage was first discussed. It was only some thirty years ago that urban management started to be intentionally explored in parallel with heritage theory and practices. At the same time, cities became strategic in their urban management. This resulted in a widening of expertise and a more trans-disciplinary interest in the city, culminating in the promotion of an independent field of urban sciences. Sassen argues that cities in the 1980s became “a lens into the larger economic and political struggles of an emergent new global epoch” and relates this tendency to the increased urge to rebuild entire urban centers, and prepare them to become platforms for the current urban century. The subsequent development pressures in urban areas reinvigorated the need for understanding and protecting the urban landscape as a social construct that is an important part of (inter)national, regional, and local identity, as well as morphology, history, and memory. In short, this is what experts would now call a landscape-based approach, an approach that reconsiders, reuses, and retains heritage not only from an object perspective, but also from a cultural, socioeconomic, ecological, and urban perspective. In this process, preservation became a driver for sustainable development. Thus, departing from a strong intolerance to change, change is now being managed using heritage as a driver for urban development. A common way to stimulate and support the implementation of this approach in subnational policy is to simulate the integration of heritage management into the larger framework of urban development through its socioeconomic and urban policies.

This landscape-based approach is expected to be positioned even more centrally in cultural heritage management, as a key approach that fosters sustainable development. Such expectations are largely built on theory, although they have already proven to be successful in a few case studies. Moreover, intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations have recently defined strategies to address it, for example Council of Europe, UNESCO, and ICOMOS. Nonetheless, the implementation of the landscape-based approach in sub-national policy remains a challenge to be solved. The steps to be taken to introduce the landscape-based approach into sub-national policy is a process of adapting existing policy or developing new policy; therefore, it is important to know where the specific policy currently stands.

Happaerts and Van Den Brande show that the international discourse plays a significant role in triggering sustainable development policies at the sub-national level. Global summits and events in particular are important, although their influence is not uniform. In addition, Waterton, Smith, and Campbell state that heritage policy documents developed at (sub)national and transnational levels are often related in a significant—though complex—way. For the purpose of this research, it is assumed that the influence of
international discourse on subnational heritage policy is indeed significant and traceable in subnational policy. As such, local policies are expected to reflect (fragments of) one or more international documents and potentially reveal the rationale for such relations.

Over the past century, governments and heritage experts began to organize themselves in organizations such as UNESCO and ICOMOS. One of these organizations’ endeavors was to organize global events, in order to discuss and adopt best-practice guidelines and doctrines by means of conventions and charters. The aim of this paper is to systematically reveal and discuss differences in concepts and definitions, as used throughout this half-century in such documents, and classify them as a first attempt to build a domain-dependent descriptive taxonomy for heritage management. Such evolution can, for example, be used to analyze subnational policies, so that differences (intentional or not) and outmoded fragments in subnational policies can be revealed. Such results can be used as a trigger for further discussion, research, and (if necessary) a revision of those policies. It can also reveal gaps in the doctrinal documents, such as when the local concepts of heritage are not easily reflected on or positioned within such a taxonomy.

Several authors have discussed the shift in principles and approaches in heritage management theory, especially in relation to the past half-century. However, most studies compare the “old concept” to the “new concept” or even propose to highlight one over the other. In this perspective, new ideas may seem revolutionary and rootless. In this research, the assumption is that there is an evolution, and thus a relation, between old and new concepts. This relation is seldom discussed, let alone revealed in a systematic way. There are some instructive topical studies, for example, on values, on the (in)tangible dimension of heritage, or on specific approaches such as urban conservation, cultural landscape, and cultural diversity. It was only in the work of Van Oers and Pereira Roders that more encompassing attempts were made to understand and discuss the evolution of concepts in heritage management. This research evolves from their work.

Methodological Approach
To reveal the concepts—and related taxonomy—in heritage management theory, a systematic analysis of the doctrinal documents has been conducted using a descriptive-analytical method from the narrative tradition. It is a method often used in comparative literature studies, as it provides for a systematic, objective method for synthesizing research on a given topic. All documents are examined in relation to an analytical framework, applying the same template of features to each document scrutinized.

To do so, such an analytical framework must first be developed. This was done by deriving the common denominators in existing frameworks, with the similar aim of analyzing heritage management-related documents. Three analytical frameworks from Van Oers, Pereira Roders, and Landorf were found relevant. Van Oers suggests a template that determines (1) the definition of heritage, (2) the general principles, (3) the identified threats, and (4) the strategies and tools. This analysis was set up as more an indicative overview than a comprehensive analysis; it is a template for analysis with yet little actual application. Pereira Roders built a framework for analysis that reveals the relation between...
Table 1. Comparative analysis of theoretical frameworks of the transnational cultural heritage policy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Object + Site</strong>&lt;br&gt;(what and where)</td>
<td>Definition&lt;br&gt;(What is heritage)</td>
<td>Situation analysis&lt;br&gt;(What is in situ)</td>
<td>WHAT&lt;br&gt;(What is heritage)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aims + Values</strong>&lt;br&gt;(Why intervene, what values)</td>
<td>General principles, threats&lt;br&gt;(Why do we protect)</td>
<td>Community values and attitudes&lt;br&gt;(Why are things considered heritage)</td>
<td>WHY&lt;br&gt;(Why do we protect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actions + Tools + Time</strong>&lt;br&gt;(What, when, and how)</td>
<td>Strategies + tools&lt;br&gt;(How)</td>
<td>Strategic Orientation, objectives&lt;br&gt;(How)</td>
<td>HOW&lt;br&gt;(How is it managed, process)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Actors</strong>&lt;br&gt;(Who is involved)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Stakeholder participation&lt;br&gt;(Who is involved when)</td>
<td>WHO&lt;br&gt;(Who is involved in heritage management)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

eight fundamental factors: (1) objects (of cult), (2) values, (3) tools, (4) aims, (5) actors, (6) actions, (7) time, and (8) site. This in turn relates the role of cultural resources in sustainable urban development beyond its own tangible existence and context, including the stakeholders, the values they convey, their aims, tools, and actions toward cultural resources. A systematic analysis on international policy between 1877 and 2005 was performed on the factors of objects (of cult), values, and actions. Landorf built a theoretical framework to assess management plans for world heritage, based on theory and doctrinal documents. However, she presents the results of that assessment without detailing or discussing the methods behind the assessment framework itself. She uses the following subdivisions: (1) situation analysis, with sub-questions relating to “what is heritage”; (2) strategic orientation, with sub-questions relating to the identification of the goals and objectives; (3) community values and attitudes with sub-questions relating to the identification of local values; and (4) stakeholder participation, with sub-questions relating to who is involved.

Common denominators are summarized in the following four main questions:

1. What is defined as heritage?
2. Why is something considered to be heritage?
3. How is heritage being managed?
4. Who is involved in heritage management?

Those four questions led to the systematic analysis of the doctrinal documents (Table 1). Therefore, the results presented in this article are a contribution to raise understanding
Table 2. Used conventions and charters. (Veldpaus and Pereira Roders)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full name</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Shortened name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites</td>
<td>ICOMOS</td>
<td>1964</td>
<td>Venice Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage</td>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>WH-Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter for the Conservation of Historic Towns and Urban Areas</td>
<td>ICOMOS</td>
<td>1987</td>
<td>Washington Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter for Places of Cultural Significance</td>
<td>ICOMOS (AU)</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Burra Charter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage</td>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Intangible Heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Valletta Principles for the Safeguarding and Management of Historic Cities, Towns and Urban Areas</td>
<td>ICOMOS</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Valletta Principles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape</td>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>HUL Recommendation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the application of the fundamental factors, going one step further toward the development of an assessment framework to enable an overview of where subnational policies stand in their implementation of the landscape-based approach.

Analyzing and comparing a set of seven international policy documents (Table 2) using the analytical framework (Table 1), this study synthesized the evolution of the answers to the four main questions (Table 3). This analysis focuses on seven of the most relevant international documents on heritage. They were selected as follows: first, the two most recent documents were selected to include the most recent concepts and develop as far as possible the evolution on theory on heritage in an urban context. Those documents comprise UNESCO’s Recommendation on the Historic Urban Landscape and ICOMOS’ The Valletta Principles for the Safeguarding and Management of Historic Cities, Towns, and Urban Areas. 26 In addition, this analysis included each decade’s most representative standard-setting document on cultural heritage management in an urban context. For this, only the Conventions by UNESCO and Charters by ICOMOS were considered as a pre-selection (Table 2). The UNESCO Conventions are legally binding, and as such, are expected to exert greater influence in (sub)national policy than other standard-setting documents. 27 The two relevant Conventions in this case are the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage and the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage, which is also the most ratified global treaty for cultural and natural heritage protection. 28

In addition, three ICOMOS charters were selected: The International Charter for the Conservation and Restoration of Monuments and Sites (the Venice Charter); the Charter for the Conservation of Historic Towns and Urban Areas (the Washington Charter); and the
Charter for Places of Cultural Significance (Burra Charter). The Venice Charter is considered a very, if not the most, influential charter on heritage preservation. The Washington Charter holds influence as a document drafted by ICOMOS and as the first international charter that specifically addresses the value of heritage on an urban scale. The Burra Charter is a regional document, yet it continues to hold international importance due to its global recognition of the role of cultural significance in heritage management.

The analysis of the documents was conducted in two steps. First, the doctrinal documents were analyzed individually by pre-coding using the four questions, leading to a summary addressing the four questions for each document. Second, those summaries were combined into the analytical framework (Table 3) using the leading questions; building a set of categories and subcategories as found in the analysis, this led to a classification (see Tables 4, 5, and 6). The synthesis of the doctrinal documents into the matrix facilitates comparative analysis between the doctrinal documents.

This paper compares the outcomes of the first and second question: What is defined as heritage? and Why is something considered to be heritage? For both questions, the main definition has been extracted, followed by a classification of the related notions into specific categories. Those are revealed and discussed. Further, the systematic comparison of the questions on what and why will be positioned in the wider context of heritage management theory.

What Is Heritage and Why?

The Venice Charter defines heritage as a historic monument, which can either be a single architectural work or an urban or rural setting that has "acquired cultural significance with the passing of time." The aim of heritage management is to safeguard heritage for the benefit of future generations. A historic monument can embody the evidence of particular uses or traditions of past generations, a significant development, or a historic event. Also, a historic monument is inseparable from both its historic and physical setting. The specific—mostly formal and stylistic—elements to be aware of terms of significance are items of sculpture or painting, composition, technical features, typology, decoration, layout, style, color, mass, and scale or their relation with each other, their setting, or their surroundings. The integrity and authenticity of cultural heritage is to be protected in all its richness because of its aesthetic, artistic, and/or historic value from any period in time. In addition to those explicitly mentioned values, the text also includes more implicit references to what is valued. Significance is acquired "with the passing of time"; therefore, age in itself also seems to be valued. Also, a scientific value seems to be recognized by describing heritage as evidence of civilization and the witness to age-old traditions, and by defining technical features as possible elements of significance.

The World Heritage Convention defines three specific types of cultural heritage: monuments, groups of buildings, and sites. Separately, it also defines three types of natural heritage. Those types evolved as can be found in the UNESCO Operational Guidelines, and the sites that are "combined works of nature and of man" are now known as cultural landscapes. The Convention is written so as to single out those cultural and
Table 3. Analysis of selected charters and conventions since the 1964 Venice Charter. (Veldpaus and Pereira Roders)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WHAT-specific*</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>object</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>area</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>landscape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>landscape</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>asset related</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>asset related</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>asset related</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>asset related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>societal</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>societal</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>societal</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>societal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHY-main</td>
<td>it has acquired cultural significance over time; imbued with a message from the past</td>
<td>to single out those heritage properties that are most representative, unique and irreplaceable (OUV)</td>
<td>it constitutes memory of mankind, expresses historic character</td>
<td>it expresses cultural identity and experience</td>
<td>it is a mainspring of cultural diversity and cultural dialogue, guarantee of sustainable development</td>
<td>it is an essential resource, as part of the urban ecosystem</td>
<td>it constitutes a key testimony to humankind's endeavours and aspirations through space and time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHY-specific**</td>
<td>historic</td>
<td>historic</td>
<td>historic</td>
<td>historic</td>
<td>historic</td>
<td>historic</td>
<td>historic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aesthetic</td>
<td>aesthetic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>aesthetic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>aesthetic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>aesthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scientific</td>
<td>scientific</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>scientific</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>scientific</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>scientific</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>age</td>
<td>age</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>age</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>age</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>social</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>social</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>social</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>ecological</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ecological</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ecological</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>ecological</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>economic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>economic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>economic</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>economic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—</td>
<td>political</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>political</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>political</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>political</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*T = Tangible; I = Intangible

**underlined font = mentioned explicitly in text; normal font = mentioned implicitly in text
natural heritage properties that are most representative, unique, and irreplaceable, and therefore of outstanding universal value. These properties are to be preserved for humankind as a whole, ensuring their transmission to future generations. Cultural heritage can be revealed from a historic, aesthetic (art and architecture), scientific, or social (ethnological or anthropological) point of view. It is the result of the genius and the history of the peoples of the world, no matter to whom it may belong. UNESCO defines the “site” as “works of man or the combined works of nature and man,” although it is specifically considered within a historical, aesthetic, ethnological, or anthropological point of view. As such, nature becomes a possible feature, implicitly introducing the ecological value, though only in relation to the other explicitly defined values.

The Washington Charter defines heritage as a cultural property that constitutes the memory of humankind, emphasizing the (historic) urban area, which is not delimited in size or scale. It should include all spiritual and material elements that express the (historic) character, including functional and formal/stylistic features and the relationship of all of those elements to the (natural or human-made) setting and to the urban settlement as a whole. The Washington Charter aims to protect and develop urban areas, which are of value as historical documents and as an embodiment of traditional urban cultures. Such areas constitute the memory of humankind and include all material and spiritual elements that express their values, which can be historical, aesthetic, social, and economic. In addition, the technical value implies scientific value, and the importance given to value acquired over time implies that age is also valued. As the natural environment of a cultural property can be of importance, this charter refers to ecological values, although only as context. The significance should be protected but also (re)used to adapt these areas to contemporary life. By doing so, heritage becomes part of a development strategy, not only by addressing its political (management) value, but also for the first time taking the concept of heritage as a driver for sustainable development, possibly in the slipstream of the release of “Our Common Future.”

The Burra Charter defines heritage as a place of cultural significance that serves as an historical record of any scale; it is important as the tangible expression of identity and experience. It refers as much to the material and physical location of a place as to the significance embodied in its setting, use, relationships, associations, and meanings. It states that cultural significance is irreplaceable and precious, and it defines a value system that comprises the following values: aesthetic, historic, scientific, social (e.g., identity, experience, spiritual), and natural, which are important for past, present, and future generations. Those values are equally important and can coexist; the range of values could be different for different individuals or groups, and as such, they may conflict. There is no unwarranted emphasis on any one particular value. However, the Burra Charter introduces the idea of defining relative degrees of cultural significance for a place, which can lead to tailored management strategies.

The Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage defines intangible heritage as “the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, and skills, as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated therewith” that
people recognize as part of their cultural heritage. Domain are defined as the places where such heritage may manifest itself, such as in oral traditions and expressions, performing arts, social practices, rituals and festive events, knowledge and practices, or traditional craftsmanship. It aims at protecting human practices, performances, traditions, knowledge, and skills that are transmitted from generation to generation (age value) and constantly recreated by communities and groups in response to their environment, their interaction with nature, and their history. In this convention, the social, ecological (nature), historic, and scientific (knowledge and skills) values are explicit; the political and economic values can be derived from the text. Noticeably absent is any reference—explicit or implicit—to aesthetic value. Rather, this convention considers that intangible attributes should be protected because, when respecting human rights, they are considered a main-spring of cultural diversity and cultural dialogue, and a guarantee to sustainable development.

The Historic Urban Landscape Recommendation defines heritage as (historic) urban areas that constitute a key testimony to humankind’s endeavors and aspirations through space and time. More specifically, it defines Historic Urban Landscapes (formerly Urban Heritage) to be an urban area, including its urban and geographical setting, that is the result of historic layering or an accumulation of cultural and natural (tangible and intangible) attributes and values. In addition to previously mentioned elements and relations, the Historic Urban Landscape Recommendation also considers development processes, diversity, identity, and local practices as possible attributes of cultural heritage. The recommendation addresses a wide spectrum of cultural values, including aesthetic, historic, scientific, economic, social, spiritual (sense of place), memory, and ecological values as important for past, present, or future generations. The political values are implied, for example, by the valuation of (urban) process or development values; the passage of time also implies that age is valued. It recognizes such values for both tangible and intangible attributes, and they can be present in a specific location or in a wide landscape. Such values are shaped by generations and constitute a key testimony to humankind’s endeavors and aspirations through space and time. The aim for a balanced and sustainable relation between the needs of current and future generations and the legacy of the past also shows the socioeconomic and political value of using heritage strategically as a driver for sustainable development.

In the Valletta Principles, heritage is defined as historic areas and their surroundings, including all elements—tangible, intangible—that have significance in relation to the coherent whole of relationships between the site, its constituent parts, and any context that influences or influenced the static or dynamic ways that such areas are perceived, experienced, or enjoyed, including the social fabric and cultural diversity. The principles value the coherence of all tangible and intangible elements that represent the authenticity and integrity of an urban area, including social (e.g. civic, traditional, religious, sociological, meaning, emotional, mysterious, educational, leisurely), historic, economic, ecological (environmental, respecting the balance of natural cycles and natural resources), aesthetic (beautiful, architectural, characteristic), and scientific (skilled, knowledgeable, technical)
values. Many characteristics that can be of value are addressed in this document, as already
categorized. They can also refer to different or multiple values. In addition, political values
are implied, e.g. by stating changes in political governance requires change in the urban
areas.

What and Why: A Comparative Analysis from Venice to Valletta

ICOMOS and UNESCO use similar terminology when defining what heritage is, and the
evolution of such terminology over time is intertwined. In its general definition, ICOMOS
moves from “historic monument” to “cultural property” to “place of cultural significance”
to “historic area,” while remarkably, all are described in terms of a historic area and its
setting. Differences are only related to the addressed scale of such a historic area, ranging
from a single building to “any scale” of development. Instead, UNESCO uses “cultural
heritage,” “heritage,” and “historic urban landscape” as general definitions while stating
four clear types: monument, groups of buildings, site, and cultural landscape. Those still
exist, although they have been complemented by the notion of “attributes,” which can be
either tangible or intangible. ICOMOS also uses this notion in its most recent documents.42

This shift to defining heritage in terms of tangible and intangible attributes repres-
ents another important change. It is the reason for addressing the chapters of “what and
why” simultaneously in this paper. While earlier documents acknowledge only the tangible
dimension of heritage when it comes to protection, those tangible assets could also include
what we now call intangible attributes. However, in those cases, those references to intan-
gible attributes are seen as the reason why the tangible result should be considered heri-
tage. Addressing intangible attributes as a separate “what,” rather than a connected “why,”
changed this dynamic of protection, as part of what was before considered a “why” (values)
became a “what” (attributes).

Currently, tangible and intangible attributes and cultural values are three indepen-
dent “notions,” while before, the emphasis was on tangible attributes and cultural values
(which thus included the intangible attributes). Both tangible and intangible attributes are
now considered heritage because of the cultural values attached to them. Thus, intangible
attributes can now be of value by themselves (e.g. a traditional dance), although they can
also still be linked to a tangible asset (e.g., the building where people meet for dancing).
Many intangible attributes have interconnected tangible dimensions, for example the
instruments and tools used, spaces used, products produced, or urban form produced. As
such, tangible attributes can either directly represent a cultural value, or represent an
intangible attribute that, in its turn, is the reason that value is attached to the tangible
attribute. Such values are attached to those attributes by us, as a community, as experts,
as residents, as tourists, and as individuals or groups. They may be contested or contradic-
tory, and they may change over time and with each generation. In this line, some scholars
even argue that heritage is only about values (values-based heritage management), making
the attributes redundant.43 However, a clear distinction between what is valued and why
it is values is often not made, which makes it unclear if the approach really only takes the
Table 4. Result matrix describing the tangible “what” attributes of assets, areas, and landscapes. (Veldpaus and Pereira Roders)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset</th>
<th>Building element</th>
<th>Parts of buildings, for example, detail, parcel, façade, roof, material, or colors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>Entire buildings</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban element</td>
<td>Man made elements in the urban landscape, for example, a square, bridge, street furniture, quayside, or public art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural element</td>
<td>Natural (or designed) green elements, flora or fauna, water elements, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Ensemble</td>
<td>A group of buildings or specific urban ensemble or configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Context or setting</td>
<td>The buildings or elements surrounding, supporting, contextualizing the actual heritage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>A district in a wider (urban) landscape, a specific combination of cultural and or natural elements, for example, a neighborhood, urban fragment, urban structure, townscape, route, or park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Landscape</td>
<td>Layers</td>
<td>A landscape illustrative of the evolution or development of human society and settlement over time, a diversity of manifestations of the interaction between humankind and its natural environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everything</td>
<td>Every part of the landscape is considered to be of value, and the attributes have a level of significance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

values as a starting point, or if it also considers the attributes valued without clear distinction.44 For the categories found regarding the “what,” it is necessary to distinguish between tangible attributes and intangible attributes. The categories for tangible attributes are object, area, and landscape. The categories found within the intangible attributes are asset, society, and process.

The analysis revealed that once a category existed, it remained. None of the categories disappeared over time; if anything, they got more detailed in description. The six specific categories have structured the taxonomy and are further subdivided into more detailed sub-categories of attributes (Tables 4, 5, and 6).

When looking at the “why” question, the reasons for protection vary considerably between the different documents and decades (Table 3). The main change is in the previously-discussed relation between the attribute and the value. It starts with the basic idea that “heritage has value for mankind,” which implies that heritage contains value and is endogenous. This corroborates the objective that such value has to be transmitted to future generations. Later, heritage is defined to represent humankind’s memory and cultural diversity; in other words, heritage conveys value, which is still endogenous, although with an acknowledgement of the wider range of options, as everyone can find something else conveyed. The Intangible Heritage Convention completely turns this idea of value
Table 5. Result matrix describing the intangible “what” attributes that include asset-related and societal aspects of a site as well as processes of management and development. (Veldpaus and Pereira Roders)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Asset related</strong></th>
<th>Concept or artistic trend</th>
<th>The ideas behind the design or place, for example, period, style, design ideology (often related to, or represented by, a tangible heritage asset)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relation context— location</td>
<td>The relation with another connected element, location, place, or environment (relation object–object)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character</td>
<td>The character or image, as supported by specific design, for example, typology, morphology, layout, composition and proportion, as well as atmosphere, for example, tranquil, lively, urban, rural.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Societal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use, function</th>
<th>The specific (typical, common, special) use or function of a place or environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge, traditions, customs</td>
<td>The (local) practices, traditions, knowledge, customs of a community or groups (often related to a location or tangible results, tools/instruments)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relation context— association</td>
<td>Human associations with a place, element, location, or environment (relation men– object)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community/people</td>
<td>A community or society itself (its members, or specific individuals/groups) and/or their cultural identity or diversity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Process**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management processes</th>
<th>The process of managing, the type of strategy or approach (instead of the result) is what is valuable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development or evolution</td>
<td>The process of layering, development, or evolution (instead of the result)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

around: heritage is now important because it is a mainspring of cultural diversity and a guarantee for sustainable development. The relation between heritage and value is moving toward the idea that heritage creates values, which change over time and with each person.

In either case, such values can be important for past, present, and future generations, and there can also be value in the fact that values are re-created or confirmed by each new generation. This can be seen, for example, in the Historic Urban Landscape Recommendation, which considers heritage to be a key resource in enhancing the livability of urban areas, although it also refers to the importance of heritage as a key testimony to human-kind’s past endeavors and aspirations. This can be seen as an evolution from a main focus on valuing the “result” to an emphasis on valuing result aligned with process.

Increasing rationales for valuing heritage are included in the various value systems established over the past decades; as a result, the number of mentioned values grew. However, they can all be categorized under the eight cultural values defined by Pereira Roders.\(^{45}\) Earlier documents focused on the aesthetic, historic, and scientific values. In connection to historic values, Pereira Roders distinguishes the age value, which has been implicitly mentioned since the first documents on heritage and refers to heritage valued for its survival, maturation, or evolution over a period of time.\(^{46}\) Those four cultural values can

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional</th>
<th>Aesthetic</th>
<th>Artistic, original product of creativity and imagination; product of a creator, conceptual, authentic exemplar of a decade, part of the history of art or architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Value oriented toward the production period; maturity, a piece of memory, reflecting the passage/lives of past generations; the marks of the time passage (patina) present on the attribute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic</td>
<td>A potential to gain knowledge about the past; a testimonial of historic stylistic or artistic movements, or to concepts which are now part of history; related to an important event in the past; archaeological connection with ancient civilization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scientific</td>
<td>An original result of human labour or craftsmanship; technical or traditional skills and/or connected materials; integral materialization or knowledge of conceptual intentions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community</th>
<th>Social</th>
<th>Spiritual, beliefs, myths, religions, legends, stories, testimonial of past generations; collective and/or personal memory or experience; cultural identity; motivation and pride; sense of place; communal value; representation of social hierarchy/status; anthropological or ethnological value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>The (spiritual or ecological) harmony between the building and its environment (natural and man-made); identification of ecological concepts on practices, design, and construction; manufactured resources to be reused, reprocessed, or recycled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Educational role for political targets (for example, birth-nations myths, glorification of political leaders); part of management or strategies and policies (past or present) or for the dissemination of cultural awareness explored for political targets; representing emblematic, power, authority and prosperous perceptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Economic</td>
<td>The function and utility of the heritage, expired, original, or attributed; the option to use it and/or bequest value for future generations; the role it might have (had) for market or industry; property value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

be considered more traditional values (Table 5). Soon, community-related values are also introduced, for example by suggesting an ethnological or anthropological point of view, stressing the importance of cultural diversity, the relation between humans and the environment, or spiritual values that are considered social values. In the build-up to the explicit inclusion of the “cultural landscape,” ecological values are also distinguished within cultural heritage. These ecological values are considered a community value because within a cultural landscape, the relation between humans and nature is essential. Such ecological values are often related to the community making use of the natural qualities in and of their environment, as confirmed by the Burra Charter. Moreover, the “associative cultural landscape” is crucial in the recognition of the heritage of local communities and indigenous
peoples and their (spiritual) connection to the cultural and natural environment. In the documents that are more explicitly directed toward the urban scale, including the Washington Charter, Valletta Principles and Historic Urban Landscape Recommendation, it is emphasized that a city is a dynamic and living environment. This introduces values that relate to the development process and management strategies, which are often argued to be economic or political values. It accompanies the general shift toward heritage as a strategic asset and a resource for sustainable urban development. Heritage management’s role is to facilitate and value change as evidence of a significant development process and of how communities interact with their environments.

Conclusion

As introduced, during the final decades of the twentieth century, the city became understood as a strategic and complex system. Urban management, parallel urban sciences, heritage, and heritage management studies now acknowledge and confront this challenge. Heritage management has redirected its attention toward a wider definition of cultural heritage, one that is more fitting to the urban scale and dynamics and the needs and wishes of those with a stake in the management process. This focus has led to a new approach that integrates heritage and urban management: the landscape-based approach.

First, the systematic analysis shows that the understanding of heritage and its values grew in complexity. The relation between values and attributes, tangible and intangible, became much more dynamic, and re-theorizing and demystifying these relations is important. Attributes, whether tangible or intangible, are the actual objects of protection, conveying or creating value as a reason for protection. However, what may seem to be a value related to a tangible attribute can actually be an intangible attribute, or the other way around. In terms of heritage management, this distinction between what and why is very important, and it should be made more clearly. The management of an intangible attribute likely involves measures and actions distinct from the management of a tangible attribute, even when the attributes are protected based on the same values. For example, if the evolution of an area is what is of value, this would mean that the tangible result of this evolution is less important (or not important at all) to keep. The management should be focused on keeping the evolutionary process going in the same manner as before. If the tangible result of a certain evolution is valued, management practices should focus on illustrating this past evolution. In addition, tangible and intangible attributes can coexist in the same heritage asset, representing the same or different values. Values of an attribute can also disappear, evolve, or differ in time and between people or communities. Also, the attributes themselves will unavoidably change over time; it is yet to be discovered to what extent and at what pace an asset’s attributes and values change. The impact of governance on which attributes and values are recognized remains another question to be resolved; other attributes and values might be acknowledged or prioritized based on the local or global perspectives.

Second, the analysis shows that the scale of attributes has increased from single object to landscape. This up-scaling of attributes is also related to the scale of the tools.
used, including protected areas and the historic urban landscape approach. This could arguably also be attributed to an acknowledgement that attributes and values are often distributed along an area without exact locations. Locating attributes and values can be a difficult exercise, and a larger scale of protective measures (e.g., zoning) will probably make it easier to protect attributes and their respective values in relation to each other. In this way, the specific relations and dynamics do not have to be described or illustrated, nor do the attributes have to be located within that protected area. Such vagueness could lead to complications in management. It is not clear what to protect, which may lead to very black-and-white situations. This may lead to very black-and-white situations in which either all or nothing is protected; if a rolling scale is applied, it could become difficult to apply different treatments within the same zone once a precedent is set.

It can be argued that the introduction of the notions of “attributes” and “values” theoretically eliminated the issue of scale from protective measures. Management based on attributes and values implies that the whole environment is a cultural landscape and that protective measures are related to the attributes’ level of significance. It is, however, still unexplored how such system would work in practice and in relation to both management and monitoring.

This analysis also found that a third influential factor for what we value (and why) is the cultural identity and diversity related to place and people. As theory evolves from an understanding of heritage as something that contains value, to a perception of something that conveys value, to something that creates value, the importance of acknowledging local identity and diversity has become a main focus. The input of local knowledge and identity becomes essential to heritage management, as local management practices are considered to be more sustainable. This is not only because local practices likely contributed to heritage as it is found today, but also because supporting or continuing such practices is often more sustainable in terms of socioeconomic development than applying alien practices. Cultural identity and diversity also relates to the involvement of a wider group of stakeholders to address the full range of diversity and identity in terms of attributes and values, and in terms of heritage management.

By untangling the evolution of concepts and building as a classification of categories based on this process of development, we take an important first step toward a better understanding of the revealed dynamics, issues of scale, and cultural diversity. On one hand, this analysis enables a discussion on the comprehensiveness of heritage management’s seminal international documents. On the other, it serves as the foundation of a classification system, which could possibly lead to taxonomy. Such a study can be used to analyze existing significance assessments to reveal the attributes, values, and dynamics for each case study. Moreover, the identification of the various categories of values and attributes in policy can help clarify whether the applicable policy is actually sufficiently managing the attributes and values addressed in the significance assessments.51 This type of application should be further explored by discussing the categories with professional and academic stakeholders, not only to understand if the categories and sub-categories are applicable and comprehensive, but also to compare different categorization models, such
as divergent evolution (as in the attribute categories) and parallel evolution (values). This would raise further understanding, continuing to build on the taxonomy for heritage management. Such taxonomy can also enable a global assessment of state of preservation practices, allowing for a comparative analysis between cities, countries, and regions. This is only a small step toward the future, enabling the research community to support governments and communities in truly managing their heritage as a resource for sustainable development.
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